INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

DNA nick or single-strand break, a common type of DNA damage, is the discontinuity in one of the sugar-phosphate backbones in the DNA double helix. DNA nicks inherently exist in most synthetic DNA nanostructures constructed by, for example, scaffolded DNA origami or single-stranded tile assembly methods, in which multiple oligonucleotides with programmed sequences are used ([@B1]). Due to its distinct mechanical behaviors, DNA nick can play a crucial role in determining the three-dimensional shape and structural properties of DNA nanostructures ([@B7]). For instance, nicks were deliberately used to design reconfigurable dynamic structures with the aid of a fuel strand ([@B7],[@B8]) or create a sharp corner in the structure as they formed a kink when an internal force sufficiently high to break base-stacking interactions was applied ([@B9]). It was also reported that the design of nicks could affect the assembly yield and thermal stability of DNA nanostructures ([@B10]).

However, unlike regular DNA double helix whose mechanical properties and coupling effects ([@B21],[@B22]) have been thoroughly characterized by both experiments ([@B21]) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation ([@B33]), the mechanical properties of DNA nicks remain still elusive despite their importance. Only a few important characteristics of nicked base-pair (BP) steps were reported that nicked DNA behaved differently from regular DNA due to the relaxation of backbone constraint ([@B45],[@B46]) while the base stacking interaction and hydrogen bonding could maintain the stability of nicked BP steps to some extent ([@B46]). A comprehensive study of mechanical properties of DNA nicks has not been reported yet, though their importance has increased since the sequence-level design of large DNA nanostructures becomes viable by introducing DNA strands with customized length and sequence ([@B10],[@B15]).

To extensively understand the mechanical characteristics of DNA nicks at single BP level and explore their utility in DNA nanostructure design, we first investigated the sequence-dependent mechanical properties of BP steps with a particular focus on the effect of nicks by performing MD simulation for a complete set of distinct double-stranded DNA oligomers constructed using all possible BP steps (ten without a nick and sixteen with a nick). Six primary mechanical rigidities and fifteen coupling coefficients were quantified extensively for all BP steps from MD trajectories, revealing the significant and highly sequence-dependent reduction (28--82%) of the torsional rigidity by nicks. Then, we applied the identified mechanical properties of BP steps to DNA origami design and demonstrated for the first time that the global twist angle of the bundle structure could be modulated by designing the sequence of nicked BP steps therein from atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis. Since it is easy to program the sequences at nick sites in the design of self-assembling DNA nanostructures, we expect that our mechanical data and sequence-design approach for precise control would be useful in the field of structural DNA nanotechnology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Generation of DNA oligomers {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------

There exist ten distinct regular BP steps without a nick: AA/TT, AG/CT, GA/TC, GG/CC, AC/GT, AT/AT, GC/GC, TG/CA, TA/TA, and CG/CG steps. We used these regular BP steps to build ten 42-BP-long DNA double helices, each of which makes four complete turns about its helical axis. We chose this duplex length to prevent the behavior of the central BP step from being significantly affected by the highly flexible and localized motion of duplex ends ([@B38],[@B39]). A freely available program 3DNA was used for the construction of DNA oligomers with the default geometry of generic B-form DNA ([@B49]). To investigate the effects of nicks, we constructed nicked DNA double helices as well by introducing a single-strand break in the middle of each BP step resulting in structures with sixteen unique nicked BP steps: AA/TnT, AG/CnT, GA/TnC, GG/CnC, AnA/TT, AnG/CT, GnA/TC, GnG/CC, AC/GnT, AnC/GT, AT/AnT, GC/GnC, TG/CnA, TnG/CA, TA/TnA, and CG/CnG steps ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The phosphorus atom and the attached oxygen atoms of the backbone at the nick site between the bases P and Q were removed in nicked BP steps ([@B46],[@B48]). Here, we represented a regular BP step as MN/PQ where M, N, P, and Q denote one of the canonical nucleobases (A, G, T, and C) and a nicked BP step as MN/PnQ or MnN/PQ where a nick existing between bases was indicated by 'n' (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic illustration of investigating the mechanical properties of nicked base-pair (BP) step. (**A**) A nicked BP step in a DNA double helix. Blue strand is well-connected, whereas the backbone is broken between the orange and green strands indicating a nick. The enlarged figure shows a nicked MN/PnQ step where M, N, P, and Q represent one of the canonical nucleobases (A, G, T, and C), and the nick exists between P and Q bases indicated by 'n'. The nicked BP step is illustrated with two successive BPs represented by thin and long plates. (**B**) Six BP step parameters. These BP step parameters were defined in 3DNA ([@B49]) and were determined as the relative rigid-body modes of the two BPs. The rigid-body rotations of a BP step were denoted by tilt ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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MD simulation of DNA oligomers {#SEC2-2}
------------------------------

We performed MD simulations to investigate the conformational dynamics of the DNA double helices using a freely available program, NAMD ([@B50]) with the CHARMM36 force field ([@B51]) for nucleic acids. The CHARMM36 force field was adopted since it showed general agreements with experiments from the previous MD studies of DNA nanostructures ([@B4],[@B16],[@B17]). Each DNA oligomer was explicitly solvated in a 60 Å × 60 Å × 180 Å cubic TIP3P water box ([@B52]). In this study, since the mechanical properties of nicked BP steps were expected to mainly contribute to the analysis and design of structural DNA nanotechnology where 10--20 mM MgCl~2~ condition have generally been selected, MD simulation was performed under a MgCl~2~ condition of 10 mM. The distance between the DNA oligomer and the cell boundary was approximately 20 Å, and periodic boundary conditions were applied. The short-range electrostatic and van der Walls potentials were smoothly reduced with the switching scheme active above 12 Å cut-off. We employed the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method ([@B53]) with a grid spacing of 1.0 Å to consider long-range electrostatic interactions efficiently. The static energy of each system was minimized for 20 000 steps using the conjugate gradient algorithm. Trajectories of 100 ns were obtained under the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble after a pre-equilibrium process of 10 ns. We maintained the pressure at one bar using the Nosé--Hoover Langevin piston scheme ([@B54]) and the temperature at 298 K with Langevin thermostat ([@B50]) with a damping constant of 0.1 ps^−1^. The equilibrated root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values of DNA oligomers were obtained from their minimized coordinates during MD simulation ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Mechanical rigidities and coupling coefficients {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------

We analyzed and compared the conformational dynamics of regular and nicked BP steps using the obtained 100-ns-long MD trajectories for each of these twenty-six DNA oligomers in equilibrium. To measure the mechanical properties at BP level from MD trajectories, we employed six BP step parameters following the definition in 3DNA ([@B49]) and quantified the relative motion of two adjacent BPs in regular and nicked BP steps (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S2, and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The BP step parameters consist of three rotational and three translational rigid-body degrees of freedom defined as tilt ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Design and simulation of twisted DNA origami structures {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------

To identify and apply mechanical properties of BP steps to DNA nanostructure, we designed six-helix-bundle (6HB) DNA origami structures with BP-insertion. Our theoretical analysis suggested that the ratio of torsional rigidity ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio data from MD simulation, we controlled the global twist angle of 6HB structures by deliberately locating the sequence of nicked BP steps where staple strands met ([Supplementary Tables S15--S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To approximately predict the twist angle of the 6HB structures, the elastic network-guided MD simulation ([@B5]) was performed on the segments of the 6HB structures ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Methods S4, and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also conducted the CanDo simulation ([@B9],[@B17]) of entire 6HB structures to observe the change in twist angle of the structures with different mechanical rigidities of nicks ([Supplementary Method S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Preparation of DNA origami structures {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------

Sequence and connectivity information in 6HB DNA origami structures were designed using caDNAno software ([@B57]), and the sequences of all constituting staples were listed in [Supplementary Table S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We purchased the M13mp18 single-stranded DNA of 7249 nucleotides for scaffold strands from New England Biolabs (N4040s), staple strands less than 50 nucleotides from Bioneer Corporation, and reagents from Sigma-Aldrich. All oligonucleotides were purified by the reverse-phase cartridge (Bio-RP) method provided by Bioneer Corporation. We also used the staples purified with the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) method to examine any potential effect of purification method, but no clear dependence of the results on the purification method was observed ([Supplementary Note S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Figures S11, S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Supplementary Table S19](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the assembly of DNA structures, the folding mixture containing 10 nM of scaffold DNA, 100 nM of each staple strand, 20 mM of MgCl~2~, and 1 × TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate and 1 mM EDTA) was annealed using a thermocycler (T100, Bio-Rad) with a temperature gradient from 80 to 65°C by −0.25°C per minute and 65--25°C by −1°C/h.

AFM analysis {#SEC2-6}
------------

To observe the shape of the assembled 6HB DNA origami structures, we diluted the samples to approximately 0.5 nM with a folding buffer of 1× TAE and 20 mM MgCl~2~, and the samples were deposited on a freshly cleaved mica substrate (highest grade V1 Mica, Ted-Pella Corporation). After incubation for 5 minutes, the substrate was washed with DI water and gently dried by N~2~ gun (\<0.1 kgf cm^−2^). AFM images were taken by NX10 (Park Systems) using non-contact mode in SmartScan software. A PPP-NCHR probe with a spring constant of 42 N m^−1^ was used in the measurements (Nanosensors). Measured images were flattened with linear and quadratic order using XEI 4.1.0 program (Park Systems). For all experimental cases, at least eleven positions on the mica substrate were scanned and more than thousand monomer structures were collected ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Tables S16--S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, the twist angle of structures was indirectly measured from two-dimensional AFM images. Each monomer structure took either the cis state (flags in the same side) or the trans state (flags in the opposite sides) in the AFM image. The number of monomeric structures in each state was then counted to calculate the trans ratio as the number of monomeric structures in the trans state divided by the total number of monomers. The trans ratio (TR) was finally converted to the twist angle from the theoretical function ([@B3]) as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Agarose gel electrophoresis {#SEC2-7}
---------------------------

Assembled 6HB DNA origami structures were electrophoresed using 1.5% agarose gels containing 0.5× TBE (45 mM Tris-borate and 1 mM EDTA), 12 mM of MgCl~2~ and 0.5 μg ml^−1^ of ethidium bromide (EtBr, Noble Bioscience Corporation). The 6HB structures were then electrophoresed for 1.5 h at 75 V bias voltage (∼3.7 V cm^−1^) in an ice-water cooling chamber (i-Myrun, Cosmo Bio Corporation). Gel imaging was performed using a GelDoc XR+ device and Image Lab v5.1 program of Bio-Rad ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Mechanical rigidities {#SEC3-1}
---------------------

We first examined the mechanical rigidities of regular BP steps (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). On the whole, the mechanical rigidities of regular BP steps were consistent with the ones determined in other experimental or computational studies. The calculated bending, torsional, shearing, and stretching rigidities were $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{\rm{B}}_{\rm{\rho }}}$\end{document}$ represent the bending rigidities corresponding to tilt and roll, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{\rm{Y}}_{{\rm{Dy}}}}$\end{document}$ denote the shearing rigidities in shift and slide, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{S}}$\end{document}$ is the stretching rigidity. Our results confirmed the known fact that BP steps are more flexible to bend or shear toward the grooves than toward phosphate backbones because atoms are distributed wider in the direction of backbone sites, and more severe steric clashes occur when tilted or shifted than rolled or slid, respectively ([@B33]).

![Mechanical rigidities of regular and nicked BP steps. Six figures represent (**A**) tilt-bending, (**B**) roll-bending, (**C**) torsional, (**D**) shift-shearing, (**E**) slide-shearing, and (**F**) stretching rigidities, respectively using average mechanical rigidities ([Supplementary Tables S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Blue represents the rigidities of regular BP steps (MN/PQ) while orange and green indicate the values of nicked BP steps (MN/PnQ or MnN/PQ). The standard deviation of each rigidity was estimated by multiplying the stiffness values of BP steps with the standard deviation of the rise.](gky1189fig2){#F2}

The obtained mechanical rigidities clearly show, as in the previous studies ([@B38]), the dependence on the sequence of a BP step including the effect of stacking order due to the chirality of DNA. For example, GC/GC and CG/CG steps exhibited the highest and lowest bending rigidities in roll, respectively, among all regular BP steps even though their constituent nucleobases were the same. A similar difference in the mechanical rigidities was observed for AT/AT and TA/TA steps as well. Further investigation of the results confirmed the dependence of DNA rigidities on the BP step group (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The regular BP steps can be categorized into three BP step groups: purine-purine group denoted here as RR/YY (AA/TT, AG/CT, GA/TC, and GG/CC steps), purine-pyrimidine group as RY/RY (AC/GT, AT/AT, and GC/GC steps), and pyrimidine-purine group as YR/YR (TG/CA, TA/TA, and CG/CG steps) where R and Y represent purine and pyrimidine, respectively. RR/YY group demonstrated relatively high rigidities, in general, whereas YR/YR group exhibited low rigidities for all deformation modes. RY/RY group had intermediate rigidities, but GC/GC step was exceptionally stiffer in deformation modes of roll, slide, and rise than the other BP steps. It was reported that the structural difference among these BP step groups determined the stereochemical characteristics of a BP step affecting the BP step parameters and mechanical rigidities in equilibrium ([@B33],[@B35]). Also, these results were qualitatively parallel to those of earlier computational studies demonstrating that, for dinucleoside monophosphates, RR pair showed the strongest stacking force followed by RY pair while YR and YY pairs had relatively weaker stacking force similar to each other ([@B58],[@B59]).

When introducing a nick to each regular BP step, we observed a considerable decrease in the torsional rigidity from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{\rm{C}}^{{\rm{nicked}}}}$\end{document}$ = 153 ± 57 pN nm^2^ on average amount approximately to 52% reduction (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Tables S4, and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Softening effect of a nick in torsion was universal regardless of the location of the nick (MnN/PQ or MN/PnQ steps) as well as the sequence variation. Strikingly, we observed a drastic effect of nick location on the torsional rigidity for AA/TT step. The maximum and minimum reductions were 82% of AnA/TT step and 28% of AA/TnT step, respectively. AA/TT step showed the highest torsional rigidity among all regular BP steps, and it was still the strongest in torsion when a nick was introduced at the TT site (AA/TnT step). However, when a nick was located at the AA site (AnA/TT step), the torsional rigidity was significantly reduced and became the most flexible nicked BP step. For the shearing rigidities, smaller softening effect of a nick was predicted where the reduction ratio ranged from 2% (AG/CnT step) to 40% (TA/TnA step) for shift, and from 3% (TG/CnA step) to 64% (AT/AnT step) for slide leading to the mean reduction ratio of 22% (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Except for the case of TnG/CA whose shearing rigidity in shift was slightly increased by 7%, all the other BP steps became flexible in both shift and slide with a nick. These results suggest that one of the primary structural roles of a nick could be the relaxation of torsional constraint by sugar-phosphate backbones known to be responsible for relatively high torsional rigidity of DNA ([@B60]).

On the contrary, the bending and stretching rigidities of nicked BP steps ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{B}}_{\rm{\tau }}^{{\rm{nicked}}}$\end{document}$ = 244 ± 49 pN nm^2^, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{B}}_{\rm{\rho }}^{{\rm{nicked}}}$\end{document}$ = 151 ± 29 pN nm^2^, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{\rm{S}}^{{\rm{nicked}}}}$\end{document}$ = 1778 ± 421 pN) did not considerably deviate from the rigidities of regular BP steps on average with the maximum deviations of 22% for bending (AnA/TT step) and 26% for stretching (TA/TnA step), respectively (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and F). More interestingly, we could observe not only softening but also stiffening effect of a nick depending on the sequence of BP steps. Six nicked BP steps (GA/TnC, AnC/GT, GC/GnC, TG/CnA, TnG/CA, and CG/CnG) showed the increased bending rigidity in tilt by 10% on average, four BP steps (GA/TnC, GG/CnC, GC/GnC, and CG/CnG) for the bending rigidity in roll by 7%, and six BP steps (AA/TnT, GA/TnC, AnC/GT, GC/GnC, TG/CnA, and CG/CnG) for the stretching rigidity by 9%. These results suggest that BP steps may adopt another equilibrium configuration where the base stacking force, a dominant factor to maintain the stability of BP steps without covalent bonds ([@B46]), becomes stronger. Perhaps, this stable equilibrium configuration is inaccessible for regular BP steps due to the constraints by backbones but becomes accessible for certain BP steps when one of the backbones was broken, and the backbone restrictions were released in consequence. To identify the stiffened conformation from MD traces, we looked more closely into GA/TnC, GC/GnC, and CG/CnG steps whose stretching and bending rigidities were increased by a nick. We found that these steps commonly exhibited the decrease in roll and shift parameters ([Supplementary Figures S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that BP steps bend toward the minor groove. This result agrees with a previous study where the persistence length of DNA was found to be larger when BP steps bent toward the minor groove than when toward the major groove due to the difference in groove hydration ([@B44]).

We observed that a nick did not change the overall dependence of DNA rigidities on the BP step group. However, the location of a nick was a crucial factor in determining the mechanical rigidities of the purine-purine group (RR/YY). RR/YnY group was usually stiffer than RnR/YY group in every deformation mode and, on certain occasions, even stiffer than regular RR/YY group. This was probably because RR pair exhibited much stronger stacking forces than YY pair and, therefore, dominated the mechanical rigidities of regular and nicked RR/YY group. As a result, RR/YnY group were naturally stiffer than RnR/YY group in general and could be even stiffer than regular RR/YY group in some instances if a nick induced a conformational transition of BP step to a more stable configuration.

Mechanical coupling coefficients {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------

The stiffness matrices obtained from MD trajectories of all regular and nicked BP steps also provide the mechanical coupling coefficients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{\rm{g}}_{{\rm{ij}}}}$\end{document}$), which are the off-diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix multiplied by the mean rise, indicating the correlation between two BP step parameters. Results indicated that nicks weakened, to some extent, the overall mechanical coupling of BP step parameters, but their effect was not strong enough to alter overall pattern of the stiffness matrix or the correlation map (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Tables S6, and S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Positively correlated BP step parameters in a regular BP step remained positively correlated in the corresponding nicked BP step as well. Similarly, highly correlated ones remained highly correlated with a nick. We could reproduce one of the well-known mechanical couplings, the twist-stretch coupling, which is the counterintuitive mechanical behavior of DNA revealed by recent experimental ([@B21],[@B22]) and computational studies ([@B37],[@B42],[@B43]). Negative mechanical coupling coefficient of twist and rise, which we obtained as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dz}}}^{{\rm{regular}}}$\end{document}$ = --277 ± 60 pN nm, was consistent with the reference value, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dz}}}^{{\rm{ref}}}$\end{document}$ = --222 ± 12 pN nm, reported in previous MD study ([@B42]), which was predicted to reduce to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dz}}}^{{\rm{nicked}}}$\end{document}$ = --178 ± 61 pN nm for nicked BP steps on average in this study. We also obtained negative mechanical coupling coefficients for twist-slide as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dy}}}^{{\rm{regular}}}$\end{document}$ = --149 ± 57 pN nm and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dy}}}^{{\rm{nicked}}}$\end{document}$ = --101 ± 50 pN nm, respectively, in agreement with the reported value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{g}}_{{\rm{\omega Dy}}}^{{\rm{ref}}}$\end{document}$ = --207 ± 95 pN nm ([@B37]) demonstrating that, when DNA is over-twisted, it elongated with the reduction of the inter-strand distance corresponding to slide in our study as long as base-stacking and base-pairing were maintained without base separation.

![Mechanical coupling of regular and nicked BP steps. (**A**) Pixel plot of mechanical coupling coefficients. Overall mechanical coupling coefficients in off-diagonal squares are illustrated with blue and red color gradient. Diagonal values for rigidities are not illustrated. Lower left and upper right squares divided by a slope represent coupling coefficients of regular and nicked BP steps, respectively. Four three by three plots also subdivide this pixel plot with different coupled modes: the upper left plots for rotation-rotation \[pN nm^2^\], the upper right and lower left plots for rotation-translation \[pN nm\], and the lower right plots for translation-translation \[pN\]. (**B--E**) Correlation plots of four primary mechanical coupling coefficients. These plots represent the correlation between (**B**) rise to twist, (**C**) tilt to rise, (**D**) slide to twist, and (**E**) slide to rise. Domains were divided into intervals of 0.2° and 0.002 nm for twist and rise where error bars were obtained as standard errors of the mean.](gky1189fig3){#F3}

Sequence design of nicks for twist control of DNA origami structures {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our comprehensive and quantitative investigation on DNA nicks revealed that the major mechanical role of nicks in the stacked configuration is the sequence-dependent reduction of torsional rigidity. This torsion-softening effect of nicks is applicable particularly to twisted DNA origami bundle structures as multiple nicks scattered all over the section, and their locations can be easily adjusted. In order to experimentally demonstrate the usefulness of mechanical rigidities quantified for all regular and nicked BP steps in designing synthetic DNA nanostructure, we designed 6HB DNA origami structures whose ten twisting blocks controlled global twist angle in the middle of the structure (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In a twisting block, each helix was 42-BP-long, the number of inserted BPs was fixed, and six locations of nicks was selected by adjusting the length of the constituent staple strands (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Inserted BPs to twisting blocks introduce the torsional mismatch of cross-linked DNA helices ([@B2]), consequently inducing the torsional strain energy by the geometric constraints. We modulated the twist deformation from induced torsional energy in twisting blocks by controlling the rigidities of nicks through sequence design based on our rigidity data, thereby regulating globally twisted shape of the 6HB structure. We expected that only the twist angle of structures could be controlled by nicks inferred from a previous study that revealed almost no effect of nicks on the bending rigidity of DNA nanotubes ([@B19]). Here, we might need to take the change in the equilibrium twist parameter by a nick into consideration. In the 6HB twisting block design with 2-BP-insertion, four BPs were totally inserted into each helix in order to increase the twist angle as a multiple of intrinsic helical rotation ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is ∼138° assuming the mean twist parameter of 34.51° for regular BP steps ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, only one nicked BP step exists in each helix whose highest change in the twist parameter is about 6° for AnC/GT step. This suggests that the twist change by a nick for a helix would be only 4% of that by BP-insertions at most ([Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, we concluded that the change in the equilibrium twist at a nick site can be ignored.

![Sequence design to control the twist of DNA origami structures. (**A**) Schematic illustration of a 6HB DNA origami structure. 6HB structures were designed to include ten twisting blocks composed of H1-H6 helices with BP-insertion. Two terminal flags showed the torsional deformation. (**B**) The development figure of a twisting block. 2-BPs were inserted into all 14-BP-long strands resulting in 16-BP-long strands. Any BP was not inserted into the other strands. In six regions where nicks exist, the locations of the nicks were programmed to control the sequence-dependent rigidities with at least 4-BPs away from Holliday-junctions. (**C**) An example design of a twisting block to design stiff and flexible structures. White and colored strands represent scaffold and staple strands, respectively. The nicks were selected to induce the highest and lowest $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio among possible nine positions of staple strands. (**D**) List of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio of nicked BP steps was defined as the ratio of torsional rigidity to bending rigidity normalized by corresponding regular BP steps. The standard deviations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio were listed in [Supplementary Table S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (**E**) Mechanical analysis of bundle DNA structures with BP-insertion. The twist angle of the structure is induced by the torsional strain energy due to the inserted BPs and controlled by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio. ([Supplementary Note S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**F**) AFM analysis of trans and cis monomers ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**G**) Results of trans ratio and twist angle from sequence design of nicks. Two pairs of stiff, moderate, and flexible structures are represented as descending order of mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio in brackets. The trans ratio was calculated as dividing the number of trans monomers by the total number of monomers. The standard deviation of trans ratio was calculated using the trans ratios of AFM images ([Supplementary Tables S16 and S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The twist angle predicted by CanDo simulation is illustrated as the dotted line ([Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](gky1189fig4){#F4}

According to our theoretical analysis, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio dominates the twist angle of bundle structure with BP-insertion ([Supplementary Note S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio is also certainly sequence-dependent and always smaller than one since the nick reduces the torsional rigidity while the bending rigidity does not considerably change. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratios for all nicked BP steps determined from our MD results range from 0.23 (AnA/TT step) to 0.81 (AG/CnT step) with the following order: AG/CnT \> AA/TnT \> GnG/CC \> CG/CnG \> AnG/CT \> TnG/CA \> GC/GnC \> TG/CnA \> GnA/TC \> GA/TnC \> AC/GnT \> AnC/GT \> AT/AnT \> TA/TnA \> GG/CnC \> AnA/TT (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Utilizing the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio data, we designed two pairs of stiff, moderate, and flexible structures with 2-BP-insertion by choosing the location of the nicks to control the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio. The stiff and flexible structures were designed by choosing nick sequences among the nine possible locations to maximize and minimize the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio, respectively (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The location of nicks was adjusted to create two similar pairs of stiff and flexible structures, suggesting that the mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratios accounting for sixty nicked BP steps in ten twisting blocks ranged from 0.302 for the flexible design to 0.674 for the stiff design ([Supplementary Table S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two moderate structures were designed to have the middle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio of approximately 0.488 which is in the mean of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratios used for stiff and flexible designs. The stiff design with the higher $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio was expected to result in a larger twist angle than the flexible design since higher torsional strain energy was induced under the same torsional mismatch due to inserted BPs (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), which was confirmed by CanDo simulation ([Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The twist angle of self-assembled 6HB structures was characterized by AFM analysis. The results of agarose gel electrophoresis and AFM images indicated that monomeric structures were appropriately folded and the variations in nick position hardly affected the folding yield ([Supplementary Figures S12 and S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The structures took either the trans state (flags in the opposite sides) or the cis state (flags in the same side) in the AFM image (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of monomeric structures in each state was reduced to the trans ratio and twist angle (Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on the MD results for a twisting block with 2-BP-insertion suggesting that the entire structures would be twisted by 550 ± 12° ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the twist angles converted from the trans ratio were estimated as 614--624° for the stiff designs, 602--612° for the moderate designs, and 582--585° for the flexible designs on average. These experimental results confirmed our expectation based on theoretical analysis that the stiff design could be more twisted than the flexible design. Considering the wide controllable range of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio, even finer control on the twist angle were also available by using various sets of nicked BP steps for the same structure. In addition, we performed the t-test for the trans ratio to check the statistical significance of the difference in the twist angle. It confirmed that the trans ratios of 2-BP-inserted structures were statistically different at the significance level of 0.01 except for one pair of designs (stiff 2 design and moderate 1 design) which was found to be statistically not very different as the significance level was higher than 0.01.

Furthermore, we performed the same experiments for stiff and flexible 1-BP-inserted structures ([Supplementary Figures S9, S10, S12, S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Supplementary Tables S15--S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Results for 6HB structures with 1-BP-insertion, however, showed an indistinguishable difference between the stiff (293 ± 16°) and flexible (291 ± 14°) designs ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The trans ratios of stiff and flexible designs were not statistically different as the significance probability was 0.47. This might be because measuring a small difference in the twist angle for these 1-BP-inserted structures was hindered by the thermal fluctuation. Considering that the difference in the twist angle between the stiff and flexible structures with 2-BP-insertion was 35.4° on average ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the twist angle difference of 1-BP-inserted structures is expected to be approximately half of that (∼17.7°) assuming that the twist angle is proportional to the number of BP-insertion ([Supplementary Note S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) supported by CanDo prediction ([Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the standard deviations of the twist angle for 1-BP-inserted structures were measured in the range of 13.8--16.0° ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which amounts almost to the expected angle difference. Hence, it would be difficult to experimentally observe a significant difference in the 1-BP-inserted structures. Exceptional case in the 2-BP-inserted structures can be explained similarly. We, therefore, expect the proposed method for the twist control through the sequence design of nicks would be more effective for the design of highly twisted structures.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In summary, we quantified the sequence-dependent mechanical properties of DNA nicks using MD simulation. We found that nicks mainly exerted a softening effect in torsion, and their strength was dependent on the type and order of neighboring sequence. We applied this sequence-dependent effect to DNA origami design under mechanical analysis and proved the feasibility of finely controlling the twisted shape of DNA nanostructures by programming the sequences at nick sites experimentally.
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}{}${\rm{C}}/{\rm{B}}$\end{document}$ ratio was shown to be effective for twist control, but further studies would be necessary to verify the existence of more relevant and effective parameters by considering, for example, the anisotropic bending rigidities in our mechanical model. In future studies, when combined with existing coarse-grained computational modeling methods ([@B9],[@B16],[@B17]), our investigation of the mechanical properties of DNA nicks will be useful to enhance the accuracy and feasibility in designs ranging from sequence-level structures to super-structures beyond monomers. In addition, a kinetic measurement using reconfigurable DNA structures ([@B20]) would be beneficial to further investigate the sequence-dependent nick properties. The studies of DNA under constraints or external forces would also provide further insights into the effect of a nick on the mechanical properties and be useful in designing dynamic DNA nanostructures driven by external stimuli.
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Click here for additional data file.
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[Supplementary Data](https://academic.oup.com/nar/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/nar/gky1189#supplementary-data) are available at NAR Online.
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